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Presentation Notes
All about the ecosystem
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Training Objectives 

� Educators and partners will be 
able to employ a wide-range of 
strategies to engage students in 
learning about the sagebrush 
ecosystem. 

� Educators and partners will have 
their questions answered about 
the curriculum and supporting 
resources. 

Student Objectives 
Listed at start of each lesson 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pause to ask survey question



Partners include . . .  



10 Lesson Plans and 
supporting resources 
aligned to Next Generation 
Science Standards and  
Common Core 
State Standards  
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goal to connect students to the ecosystem, including field experiences, but also through technology and activities in schools and nearby nature areas.“Our vision is to connect students with the sagebrush. We will do this by helping teachers engage students in a variety of ways and get them to think critically about the sagebrush ecosystem and ways to protect it and the diverse species that live there.” Say that one of the components will be a Teacher’s Guide with 10 lesson plans and supporting activities for grades 4-8, similar to this one created for SOLVE in Oregon, but focused on understanding the sagebrush steppe ecosystem and ways students can support it and the 350 diverse species which live there.Each lesson plan will be aligned to the Common Core and Next Generation Science Standards and include adaptations and extensions to help teachers meet the needs of all learners. We will be working with partners to make it easy for teachers to incorporate meaningful learning connected to place.- Service learning projects



Poster 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A new poster explains the sagebrush ecosystem food web and encourages students to help sagebrush habitat.Contact Anna Harris if you would like the poster at anna_harris@fws.gov. Let her know your requested poster amount and mailing address.



Sagebrush Ecosystem Trunks 
Created by Audubon Rockies 
Funded in part by BLM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jacelyn Downey from Audubon Rockies will present about the sagebrush ecosystem trunk and it’s contents/uses



Lessons 

1. Intro to Greater Sage-Grouse and the Sagebrush 
Ecosystem 

2. The Sagebrush Sea�s Web of Life 
3. Invasive Plants: A Threat to Sagebrush Ecosystems 
4. Native Plants in the Sagebrush Ecosystem  
5. Fire! Impacts on the Sagebrush Ecosystem and Human 

Communities  
6. Succession in the Sagebrush Ecosystem  
7. Sagebrush Sea Survival 
8. Human Connections in the Sagebrush Sea  
9. Developing Plans to Restore Habitat for Sage-grouse 

and Other Wildlife 
10. Wildlife Community Presentations and Engagement  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pause to ask survey questoin



Intro to Greater Sage-Grouse 
and the Sagebrush Ecosystem 

Lesson 1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All about the ecosystem



Suggested Lesson Plan 

� Essential question about systems 
� Brainstorm parts of a system 
� Pre-test 
� Short PowerPoint presentation with 

questions, such as . . . 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Essential question to start students thinking could include "How do parts shape systems?" Give students an example of a system they know well, such as your classroom, and ask them to quickly brainstorm different parts of it. They could chime in with parts such as the teacher, the different students, the desks, the clock, the whiteboard, the computers, the pencils, etc. Possible for expert partners to join for this and other lessonsStudents can present about:Names or descriptions of the artifacts (i.e. beak, feather, etc.)Possible organism each comes fromAdaptations that the artifacts reveal SteppeUp cards from BLM can also be passed out



What is a greater sage-grouse? 

Male 

Female 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the pre-test questions is, “What is a greater sage-grouse?” Answer: The largest grouse species, about the size of a large chicken, that lives in the West.This bird was considered for listing under the Endangered species Act but because of an unprecedented conservation partnership across the western United States, in September 2015 it is was found not warranted for listing under the ESA. This collaborative, science-based greater sage-grouse strategy is the largest land conservation effort in U.S. history.The greater sage-grouse is an umbrella species, emblematic of the health of sagebrush habitat it shares with more than 350 other kinds of wildlife, including world-class populations of mule deer, elk, pronghorn, and golden eagles.



Lek Cam 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anna will talk about the CamThe U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service deployed a Live Stream Lek camera to allow people all over the world to view strutting sage grouse. The popularity of this camera led to development of this curriculum.Can show lek cam in class and students can follow at home



Suggested Lesson Plan (continued) 

� Short video of a lek 
� Show artifacts from Trunk and discuss concept of 

adaptations 
� Groups observe artifacts, think about 

adaptations, and present ideas 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Essential question to start students thinking could include "How do parts shape systems?" Give students an example of a system they know well, such as your classroom, and ask them to quickly brainstorm different parts of it. They could chime in with parts such as the teacher, the different students, the desks, the clock, the whiteboard, the computers, the pencils, etc. Possible for expert partners to join for this and other lessonsStudents can present about:Names or descriptions of the artifacts (i.e. beak, feather, etc.)Possible organism each comes fromAdaptations that the artifacts reveal SteppeUp cards from BLM can also be passed out



Adaptations / Extensions 

� Get students out; field 
journaling 

� Sage-Grouse Scavenger 
Hunt  

� Students sketch one or more 
of the artifacts 

� Wildlife Skull Activities  
� In-depth research projects on 

organisms  
 

More Resources / References 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Partners can help students get out on field tripsScavenger hunt from the Idaho Rangeland Resource Commission SteppeUp cards from BLM can provide ideas for organisms students can research



Lesson 2: The Sagebrush Sea’s Web of Life 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a smaller 8.5x11” version of the poster which is available on the website. 



Suggested Lesson Plan 

� Arrange class in circle 
� In 5 groups, discuss favorite species 
� Groups choose volunteers to act out food chain 

as class 
� Food web diagrams with images of organisms 

and colored arrows for interactions 
� Class creates simulation of ecosystem with yarn 
� Species removed from web to show importance 

of biodiversity 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Constructing a Food Web of the Sagebrush Sea” from PBS Learning media’s siteActivity with yarn where will be recreating the sagebrush ecosystem web of life.	- Students will represent species; pics 	- Ball to plant species, toss to another organism interacts withadapted from a Project Learning Tree activity: 



Adaptations / Extensions 

� Start with essential question  
� Students explore local ecosystem, record 

organisms in field journals, and create food webs 
� Create short videos about food web 
� Research and give presentations on diverse 

species 
� Write poems about organisms and roles in 

ecosystem 
� Create food web diagrams using technology 

More Resources / References 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start with an essential question like "How does all life on Earth depend on the Sun?" Partners can help students get out on field tripsPresentation rubric in AppendixSteppeUp cards from BLM can provide ideas for organisms students can research



Lesson 3: Invasive Plants 
A Serious Threat to Sagebrush Ecosystems 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask for show of hands who thinks they know what species this is? Clue: Worse invasive species in much of the sagebrush ecosystem. It finishes it’s life cycle, produces tons of seed, and turns bone dry early in the growing season. 



Suggested Lesson Plan 

� Go to area with invasive plants or gather around 
table with invasive and native plants 

� �What is an invasive species?� Discuss 
� �How do invasives negatively impact habitat for 

wildlife species such as sage-grouse?� 
� Create monocultures, poor habitat; lack the complex 

structure and varied plant height needed to support 
diverse ecological community 

� Do not provide as much food and shelter 
� Increase threat of severe wildfire 
� Tend to have shallower roots and less complex root 

structures, causing increased erosion of soil 
� Lack natural predators  
� Use water that could be used by beneficial native plants 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Possible for expert partners to join for this and other lessonsPresentation from Questions



Adaptations / Extensions include: 

� Design wind-dispersal methods for a seed 
� Invasive plant simulation 
� Press and dry samples 
� �Invasive Species Project� 
� Germinate seeds and observe with microscopes 

and/or magnifying glasses 
 

More Resources / References 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Have students design their own wind-dispersal method for a seed to help students develop their engineering skills and better appreciate seed adaptations:Give pairs of students each a dry seed or bean and access to supplies to develop the own creative way to disperse their seed or bean by wind as far as possible. Supplies can include:Pieces of paperScissorsFiberfillTissue paperTape and glueBubble wrapAnything else that students might think to usePut a fan on a table or counter.When designs are complete, direct student teams to each drop their seed from the same height in front of the fan. Allow each team three attempts, using a measuring tape to record the distance traveled for each and then calculating the average distance traveled.Have teams share their data in one large table to determine which design(s) traveled the farthest. Discuss which seed(s) traveled the farthest and hypothesize why those designs were successful.If time permits, allow students to revise their designs to see if they can improve their seed’s wind-dispersal distance. Plant simulation with ratios



Big sagebrush 
leaves and flowers 
Artemisia tridentata 

Mountain big  
sagebrush 

Artemisia tridentata  
subsp. vaseyana 

Wyoming big  
sagebrush 

Artemisia tridentata  
subsp. wyomingensis 

Lesson 4 
Native Plants in the Sagebrush Ecosystem 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you so much to Sarah Kulpa, USFWS biologist, for the expert support with the curriculum, especially this lesson and the native plant guide at the end.



Suggested Lesson Plan 

� Go to area with native plants or show specimens 
in classroom 

� Identify and share characteristics of: 
� Shrubs such as sagebrush 
� Grasses like native perennial bunchgrasses 
� Forbs: wildflowers like arrowleaf balsamroot 
� Trees like juniper 

� Discuss invasives on site and review impacts 
� �How do native plants help to create healthy 

ecosystems?� 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
students to an area containing native plants—preferably with plants found in the sagebrush ecosystem—or show students live or dried specimens in the classroomShurbs: specific specie in your observation areadnative perennial bunchgrasses; tell students these are species that come back every year and ask them what they think annual grasses are and how they are able to regrow the following season. Forbs: try to show at least one example of both an annual and perennial forb.Mention natives can also be invasive, especially juniperOptional: Pass out plant guides such as copies of the Plant Identification Booklet and the “Common Native Plants in the Sagebrush Ecosystem” handout at the end of this lesson for students to share. Students can use either or both of these to help them identify plants and plant structures. Talk through the different parts of the guides with them.(Ask for a volunteer to record the ideas on a whiteboard or poster board (if available) while you facilitate discussion.) Add to the list students created by explaining the rest of the ways native plants help ecosystems. For example, native plants in the sagebrush ecosystem provide essential habitat for countless organisms, such as birds, insects, and reptiles. Incorporate important concepts into the discussion, such as natural selection, adaptation, biodiversity, and the interconnectedness of ecosystems. If available, use a visual aid such as The Sagebrush Steppe poster to help review the concepts.Form groups of 3-4 students and pass out the “Transect Survey Data” sheet (found after this lesson) to each group with a clipboard.Groups mark the spot of the first survey point and unroll a measuring tape or marked string to a distance of 10 meters or more. (Thirty meters is another common distance to measure, which is why there are that may spaces on the data sheet, but they do not all need to be used).  Groups use the data sheet to record what is found along the line, starting with the first survey point and continuing at each meter mark (or another interval, such a foot or 3 steps).Percentages of each type of vegetation or ground cover are calculated by adding up the number of times each was counted, divided by the total number of data collections points. For example, if invasive grass was recorded at 10 out of 20 data collection points, the percentage recorded for that category would be 50%.A similar method that does not involve measuring tape is demonstrated here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OUahqcpxaZgshare the findings. Which type of plants or ground cover were the most common? Least common? What factors might have contributed to the conditions at the site? If invasive species were found, what can students do to help restore the native ecosystem?



� Transect line surveys using data collection 
sheet 

� Calculate results; share findings 



� If Students Planting Natives 
� Show students species they will be planting;  

share characteristics 
� Demonstrate how students will prepare and plant 

natives 
� Stop working 20 minutes before time to leave and 

clean up 
� Student journals 

� Draw favorite plant in DETAIL; label plant 
structures 

� Haiku or other type of poem about plant(s) and 
benefits 

� Close with discussion of how transect line surveys will 
help document changes to landscape over time 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
students to an area containing native plants—preferably with plants found in the sagebrush ecosystem—or show students live or dried specimens in the classroomShrubs: specific specie in your observation areadnative perennial bunchgrasses; tell students these are species that come back every year and ask them what they think annual grasses are and how they are able to regrow the following season. Forbs: try to show at least one example of both an annual and perennial forb.Mention natives can also be invasive, especially juniperOptional: Pass out plant guides such as copies of the Plant Identification Booklet and the “Common Native Plants in the Sagebrush Ecosystem” handout at the end of this lesson for students to share. Students can use either or both of these to help them identify plants and plant structures. Talk through the different parts of the guides with them.(Ask for a volunteer to record the ideas on a whiteboard or poster board (if available) while you facilitate discussion.) Add to the list students created by explaining the rest of the ways native plants help ecosystems. For example, native plants in the sagebrush ecosystem provide essential habitat for countless organisms, such as birds, insects, and reptiles. Incorporate important concepts into the discussion, such as natural selection, adaptation, biodiversity, and the interconnectedness of ecosystems. If available, use a visual aid such as The Sagebrush Steppe poster to help review the concepts.Form groups of 3-4 students and pass out the “Transect Survey Data” sheet (found after this lesson) to each group with a clipboard.Groups mark the spot of the first survey point and unroll a measuring tape or marked string to a distance of 10 meters or more. (Thirty meters is another common distance to measure, which is why there are that may spaces on the data sheet, but they do not all need to be used).  Groups use the data sheet to record what is found along the line, starting with the first survey point and continuing at each meter mark (or another interval, such a foot or 3 steps).Percentages of each type of vegetation or ground cover are calculated by adding up the number of times each was counted, divided by the total number of data collections points. For example, if invasive grass was recorded at 10 out of 20 data collection points, the percentage recorded for that category would be 50%.A similar method that does not involve measuring tape is demonstrated here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OUahqcpxaZgshare the findings. Which type of plants or ground cover were the most common? Least common? What factors might have contributed to the conditions at the site? If invasive species were found, what can students do to help restore the native ecosystem?



Adaptations / Extensions include: 
� Graph % of each type of vegetation or ground cover 

calculated from transect data 
� Record GPS coordinates of data points; can be used to 

record data at same points over time 
� Document condition of site using photos and/or video; show 

changes over time (�Photo Point Monitoring� in Appendix) 
� Save samples of plants; can be preserved by pressing and 

drying; see Idaho Rangeland Resource Commission�s 
�Rangeland Plants� Education page: http://idrange.org 

� Class field guide or display pressed plants and descriptions 
� Collect seeds and have students experiment testing growth 

rates of different plant species under different conditions 
� Create field journals prior to site visit; IRRC�s page has 

good lesson, Cornell�s Birdsleuth site has another 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GPS devices OR smart phone apps

http://idrange.org/


Lesson 5 
Fire! Impacts on the Sagebrush Ecosystem 
and Human Communities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a smaller 8.5x11” version version of the poster which is available on the website. 



Suggested Lesson Plan 

� Identify expert partner, if possible 
� �What does fire need to burn?� 

� Heat 
� Oxygen 
� Fuel 
� (Fire triangle) 

� Fire demonstration 
� PowerPoint presentation / video(s) 
� Scenario: �Tragedy in Sageview� 
� Plans and dioramas for �fire adapted community� 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Essential questions to start students thinking could include above. Discuss to lead to fire trianglePossible for expert partners to join for this and other lessons from BLM, Forest Service, wildland firefighter, etc. 



Adaptations / Extensions include: 
� Matchstick fire simulations 
� Test dioramas (and plans) with real fire 
� Pass out more fire information to use for plans 
� Public service announcements or posters 
� Research statistics related to wildfires 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Public service announcements or posters about ways to be fire safe. More resources / references 



Lesson 6 
Succession in the Sagebrush Ecosystem 
 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s our nasty cheatgrass again, which plays the role of the character “Cheatn’ Cheatgrass” in the succession game in this lesson, which can dramatically interfere in the natural succession of native plants.



Suggested Lesson Plan 

� �What do you think happens after a serious 
wildfire burns through an area of the sagebrush 
ecosystem?� 

� Short PowerPoint presentation 
� �Plant Wars of Succession� game 
� Reflection questions and drawings  
� Class discussion  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Game portion of this lesson plan is adapted with permission from “The Floristic Relay: A Game to Teach Succession.” It is found on Arizona State University’s GK-12 website: http://gk12.asu.edu/node/60.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain game



Adaptations / Extensions include: 

� Field trip to area with recent wildfire; restoration 
work and/or observations/reflections 

� Short essay to reflect on game  
� Research an organism to learn about how it is 

being impacted� or could be impacted� by 
wildfires and other disturbance events 

� Develop and play other creative versions of 
game 

More Resources / References 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you will be doing restoration service work, “Restoring Native Plants” from This American Land is an excellent video that highlights what students can do: http://www.thisamericanland.org/lesson-plans/restoring-native-plants BLM Education resources: http://www.blm.gov/id/st/en/prog/NLCS/MNSRBP_NM/education.htmlNative Plants Junior Explorer booklet for students in grades 4-6 (and younger): http://www.blm.gov/style/medialib/blm/wo/Law_Enforcement/nlcs/education__interpretation/junior_explorer.Par.13034.File.dat/Jr%20Explorer_Native_Plants.pdfMany other Junior Explorer booklets are available on BLM’s Learning Landscapes page, including Sally Sage-Grouse Explores Idaho: http://www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/res/Education_in_BLM/Learning_Landscapes/For_Kids/junior_explorer.print.html� Rangeland Plants education resources from the Idaho Rangeland Resource Commission: http://idrange.org/education/lessons-and-activities/rangeland-plants



Lesson 7 
Sagebrush Sea Survival 
 

 

 



Suggested Lesson Plan 

� Brief PowerPoint and/or video(s) 
� Trunk artifacts 
� Centers 

� Scientific drawings of artifacts with labels 
� Study track impressions, rubber scat, books, 

cards, etc.; create summary doc of how to 
identify wildlife and/or poems 

� Clay and natural materials to create new 
organism that is ideally suited to survive year-
round in sagebrush ecosystem 

� Computer workstations: research and 
presentations 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review the concept of adaptations from the first lesson in the curriculum and how the items may reveal those, as well. If you have access to skulls, an excellent resource with details about how to identify carnivores, herbivores, and omnivores, and how the skull features reveal other adaptations, is the “Wildlife Skills Activities” booklet from the University of Arizona Cooperative Extension: http://extension.arizona.edu/sites/extension.arizona.edu/files/pubs/az1145.pdf



Adaptations / Extensions 

� �Teach a peer� 
� �Knock, Knock . . . 

Who�s There?� 
� Presentations on 

creatures, etc. 
� Field trip / field 

guide 
� In-depth research 
� �Camouflage� game 

 
 More Resources / References 



Lesson 8 
Human Connections to the Sagebrush Sea 



Suggested Lesson Plan 

� Stories of Native American traditions 
� Ethonobotany 
� Graphic organizer for info 
� Modern practices: harmful and beneficial 
� Detailed diagrams of human connections to 

ecosystem 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Adaptations / Extensions include: 

Activity involving juniper 
� �Juniper cookies� and count rings 
� Discuss reasons for differences in width 
� Creative projects 
� Ideal building material for things placed in 

ground 

More Resources / References 



Lesson 9 
Developing Plans to Restore Habitat 
for Sage-grouse and Other Wildlife 

 

 



Suggested Lesson Plan 

� Stories and images of ways scientists and 
ranchers helping to restore habitat  

� Scenario 
� Groups develop plans to restore habitat. 

� Budget using worksheet 
� Written component 
� Visual representation such as poster, 

diorama, or computer-aided diagram 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Adaptations / Extensions include: 
Field trip to model ranch and/or service learning 



Lesson 10 
Community Presentations and Engagement 



Suggested Lesson Plan 

� Present restoration plans and/or restoration work 
to community 

� Provide guidance 
� Rubric in Appendix 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Adaptations / Extensions 

� Collaborate with ELA 
teachers 

� Present to younger students 
� Record or photograph 

presentations and share as 
allowed by policy 

� Present awards 



http://www.fws.gov/greatersagegrouse/education.php 

  

Questions??? 

http://www.fws.gov/greatersagegrouse/education.php


Thank You! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can stretch and get a tasty snack like these burrowing owls.
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